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ABSTRACT
Summary: We have developed a tool implementing an efficient
algorithm for refined Buneman tree reconstruction. The algorithm—
which has the same complexity as the neighbour-joining method and
the (plain) Buneman tree construction—enables refined Buneman tree
reconstruction on large taxa sets.
Availability: The source code for RBT, written in Java, is available under the GNU Public License (GPL) at http://www.birc.dk/
Software/RBT
Contact: besen@daimi.au.dk
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The evolutionary relationship for a set of species is often represented by a rooted tree, where leaves correspond to the species and the
internal nodes to speciation events. Techniques for reconstructing
the correct evolutionary tree from information about the labelspecies have been intensively studied and several different methods
have been proposed. Some methods directly construct rooted trees,
whereas others construct unrooted trees and rely on out-groups to
position the root. The methods also differ on the type of input they
accept—e.g. a matrix of distances between all pairs of taxa, or a
DNA or amino acid sequence for each taxon—and on the approach
to build the tree—e.g. minimizing the total branch length or the difference between pathlengths in the tree and the distance matrix or
minimizing the number of mutations necessary to explain the input
sequences (for an overview of different methods, see Nei and Kumar,
2000).
A widely used distance-based method is the neighbour-joining
method, developed by Saitou and Nei (1987) and refined by Studier
and Keppler (1988), which combines efficiency—O(n3 ) time usage
and O(n2 ) memory usage, where n is the number of taxa—with
a reasonable accuracy. St John et al. (2003) suggest it as a standard against which new phylogenetic methods should be evaluated.
The neighbour-joining method, however, always constructs a fully
resolved binary tree, which can be misleading since many internal
edges potentially will be artefacts of the method rather than be
supported by the input data.
The Buneman tree (Buneman, 1971), shown by Berry and Bryant
(1999) to be computable in time O(n3 ) and space O(n2 ), avoids this
problem by only resolving edges with strong support from the input
data. The Buneman tree is a conservative, but reliable estimate of
the true evolutionary tree. Unfortunately, few splits satisfy the very
strict requirement needed to be edges in the Buneman tree, thus the
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Fig. 1. Time usage of RBT for various sizes of input. The experiments were
performed on a standard PC with an Intel Pentium 4 CPU 2.00 GHz and
512 MB RAM running Linux Red Hat 9 with kernel version 2.4.20-31.9.
(The fitted coefficient a equals 1.02813 × 10−5 .)

Buneman method resolves only few edges. To alleviate this, Moulton
and Steel (1999), proposed the refined Buneman tree, that resolves
more edges than the Buneman tree but still requires more support
from the input data than does the neighbour-joining tree. The first
algorithm for computing the refined Buneman tree, by Bryant and
Moulton (1999), with runtime O(n6 ), was improved by Berry and
Bryant (1999) to time O(n5 ) and space O(n4 ) and later to time
O(n3 ) and space O(n2 )—the same as the neighbour-joining and the
Buneman tree construction—by Brodal et al. (2003).
We have implemented this latest algorithm in the tool RBT. The
tool is written in Java and should be able to run on any platform for
which a Java 1.1.x runtime environment is available. From the specified website, the user can download either an executable jar-file or
the entire source code of the program. RBT is a simple command line
program that takes a distance matrix in the PHYLIP format as input.
Default output from the program is a phylogenetic tree in Newick
format, but as an option you can choose to see the resulting tree as
a set of splits written as bit-vectors. If you choose to get the output
as a set of splits, it is also possible to make the program annotate the
splits that, besides being in the refined Buneman tree, also occur in
the ordinary Buneman tree. This feature makes it possible to compare
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matrices obtained from the Pfam database. For every input (distance
matrix), we computed three trees which we compare for shared edges.
An edge in the Buneman tree is by definition also an edge in the
refined Buneman tree. It is not necessarily the case that an edge in
the refined Buneman will also be an edge in the neighbour-joining
tree, but it holds for all the trees that we have constructed in this
experiment.
Figure 2 visualizes our experimental results. Each vertical bar represents one experiment, i.e. the result of running the three methods
on one distance matrix. The size of the vertical bar is proportional
to the number of edges in the neighbour-joining tree and one can
think of the vertical bar as made of equal-sized boxes each corresponding to one edge in the tree. The boxes (edges) are sorted by the
confidence assigned to them in the neighbour-joining method using
bootstrapping. Boxes (edges) that are also edges in the Buneman
tree are coloured black, and boxes (edges) that are also edges in the
refined Buneman tree are coloured dark grey. As evident from the
figure, the refined Buneman tree resolves more edges than the plain
Buneman tree, while still mainly finding edges with high confidence. Unfortunately, it also appears that, as the input size grows, the
refined Buneman method resolves relatively fewer and fewer edges,
suffering from the same problem as the plain Buneman tree. Using
RBT, we plan to examine this in more detail in future work.

Fig. 2. Comparison of neighbour-joining, refined Buneman and Buneman
trees. The figure shows the edges obtained using the three methods, ordered
w.r.t. their bootstrap value (obtained using the neighbour-joining method).
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